Princess Priscilla and the Mood Ring

This story encourages self-awareness and self-regulation of emotions and outgoing behaviors. Through the Mood Ring, children gain knowledge and insights into their own moods, and use regulation strategies toenção.

See My Pain

Discover a collection of strategies and activities to help children and adolescents who deliberately self-injure. A variety of techniques create supportive environments that can be used to practice regular and school settings. Working with youth who self-injure is so helpful to develop self-awareness and self-esteem strategies in your classroom.

Relational Aggression in Girls

This manual presents an 11-12 session program, focusing on organized small group activities and role-plays. It also includes creative and visual activities to help understand the concept of bullying.

Coping with Aggression

This book includes: school-wide and classroom resource. It includes more than 300 pages of insights and skill-building activities for students. The book includes school-wide and classroom resource. It includes more than 300 pages of insights and skill-building activities for children who are bullies, bully victims and bystanders.

The Bully, The Bullied and Beyond

Get a comprehensive set of lessons that will help educators identify and address the bullying. It includes more than 200 pages of insights and skill-building activities for students in school, as well as optional 10th session for follow-up purposes. The lessons include the world of bullying and that will help the educator bullying issues in their classrooms.

Helping Young People Talk About Self-Regulation

Ages 5-12

Information includes a text of skills necessary for academic success, emotional control and healthy social relationships. This book will provide you with the strategies and activities to help students develop self-awareness and self-regulation skills. The strategies and activities focus on understanding and managing their own behaviors.

Mind Designs: Encouraging Self-Regulation through Coloring Therapy

Grades K-12

The book of 25 will provide you with a unique, personal tool that will help students develop self-awareness and self-regulation skills. The book includes 25 different coloring activities that focus on understanding and managing their own behaviors. The activities are creative and engaging in a way to create change quickly.

Three is the Magic Number: Surviving the Midlife Crisis: Ward and Bad Relationship Dilemmas

Grades 9-12

Being a teenage girl today is truly a unique and challenging experience. In this book, girls and boys explore the variety of issues girls face and learn their own unique challenges in order to lead successful and healthy lives. The book is written in a way to encourage girls to navigate through tough issues and find their own way to personal growth and development. The book includes 25 different coloring activities that help girls to navigate through tough issues and find their own way to personal growth and development.

Mind Games 101: Creative Strategies for Working with Relational Aggression

This manual presents an 11-12 session program, focusing on organized small group activities and role-plays. It also includes creative and visual activities to help understand the concept of bullying.

Disclosure through Coloring Therapy

Grades K-12

Ages 5-12

Information includes a text of skills necessary for academic success, emotional control and healthy social relationships. This book will provide you with the strategies and activities to help students develop self-awareness and self-regulation skills. The strategies and activities focus on understanding and managing their own behaviors.

Dealing with Little Devils. What Do They Do & What Do They Population?

Ages 5-12

Grades K-12

At long last, simple and clear-cut guidelines for helping children develop 25-30 pages that require adult intervention. Only a little does, these little devils are capable of having a significant impact on their environment. The book provides a set of strategies and activities to help children understand and manage their behavior.

Order TOLL FREE 800-251-6805 | ONLINE at www.accutrain.com

* 10% Discount When You Purchase Online – Use Coupon Code: 10DISC *
This is an example of a page from a document that discusses online communication and social media. It highlights the increasing prevalence of platforms like Polyvore, Kik, and WhatsApp, which are growing fast. It also touches on the exclusion and isolation that can arise among friends, pitting boys against one another, revolving around gender-specific social withdrawal among girls. The document mentions the difficulty of addressing these issues, as social withdrawal can affect a person's ability to form relationships with others. It also notes the importance of identifying online communication and social media into bullying and relational aggression.

The agenda for a seminar includes various sessions on topics such as teaching strategies, classroom management, and evidence-based practices for addressing relational aggression. It also provides opportunities for networking and professional development. The seminar features a presenter named Stephanie, who is an award-winning author and international speaker recognized for her insight and knowledge on adolescents. The seminar is designed for educators and professionals interested in addressing these issues. The cost of the seminar is listed as $169, and there is an early bird discount available.

The document also includes information on how to register for the seminar, with options for mailing in the registration form or registering online. It provides details on the location, date, and time of the seminar. The seminar is sponsored by Developmental Resources, Inc., and includes details on how to contact them for more information. The seminar is open to educators, counselors, and other professionals interested in addressing relational aggression among girls.

The seminar focuses on helping schools implement best practices for reaching and teaching the 20% of all students who are diagnosable with a mental health disorder. It will address ways to prevent violence and address non-exclusionary discipline. The seminar will cover innovative counseling strategies, evidence-based and groundbreaking instructional practices, and will assemble internationally recognized innovators and practitioners to address the most current innovations and research to behavior intervention. It will also provide networking opportunities, professional development, and strategies designed to build positive, supportive relationships among girls.
Learning Objectives

- Identify online communication and social networking strategies to support healthy identity development and social-emotional learning, and positive behavior interventions. She is the author of The Girl’s World of Good and Bad Relationship Bee-Haviors: A showcase for creative and research-based solutions for relational aggression among girls. This conference helps educators understand the latest research, while gathering for educators focused on improving academic outcomes.

- The focus of this one-day seminar is to provide educators strategies for building positive, supportive relationships among girls. The seminar is designed to be hands-on, interactive, and inclusive.

- Attendees will receive a Resource Packet with ideas, reproducible forms, and research to behavior intervention and classroom management. Special focus is given to supportive, non-punishment strategies.

- School Discipline Conferences – NextGen School Safety Conference – This platform for creative and research-based solutions for relational aggression among girls. This conference helps educators understand the latest research, while gathering for educators focused on improving academic outcomes.

About the Presenter

Stoph Jenson, MS, LPC, is an award-winning author and international speaker/recognition for her insight and understanding of relational aggression. She combines 15 years of practice in the fields of education and counseling with research, practical strategies to help her audience understand relational aggression among girls. This conference helps educators understand the latest research, while gathering for educators focused on improving academic outcomes.
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91% of North American teens now have access to media. While texting and Facebook are still widely used, many young people are also using Snapchat, Twitter, Tumblr, and Pinterest to stay connected. These new forms of communication allow for constant contact, friends against one another, rumoring, altering secrets, and bullying. These strategies become a bully.

Addressing female relational aggression. This conference helps educators understand the latest research, while focusing on improving academic performance by applying the most current innovations and research to behavior intervention programs. Special focus is given to supportive, non-oppressive management. Special focus is given to supportive, non-oppressive management.

School Discipline Conference – A 2-day event for educators who want to improve their performance by applying the most current innovations and research to behavior intervention programs. Special focus is given to supportive, non-oppressive management. Special focus is given to supportive, non-oppressive management.

Program Information

**Program Fees**
- Early bird discount is $185. This fee is offered for the first 30 registrations. The advance registration fee will be $195.
- Regular registration is $210 (includes registration materials and PDFs)
- Live Streaming is $230
- Group registration fee is $195 per person for 10 or more

**GROUP DISCOUNT**
When 3 or more people register together from the same organization, a discount of 10% will be applied to the group registration. This discount can be given to 2 or more attendees. (If 2 or more different, use 800-660-4498 for pricing; to register a group discount, all participants in the group must register at the same time and have a group representative register the group).

**HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS**
Attendees must be received in writing or electronically seven days prior to seminar. All cancellations incur a $20 administrative fee and in case of an emergency, another equally qualified presenter will substitute. Should you have any concerns, please contact Developmental Resources, #1053, is approved as a provider for social work continuing education by the Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB) www.aswb.org

**CANCELLATION POLICY**
In case of an emergency, another equally qualified presenter will substitute.
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Princess Priscilla and the Mood Ring

Princess Priscilla is having a bad day. No low will lift her spirits, not even her favorite media characters. After a particularly bad day, Princess Priscilla finds herself at her mom’s house. She sits down and talks to her mom about her feelings. Her mom tells her that sometimes it’s okay to feel sad and that it’s important to talk about it. This story encourages self-awareness and emotional control and healthy social relationships.

Nine sessions are included that will help you working with youth who self-injure it is helpful to help children and adolescents who deliberately self-injure. A variety of hands-on insights, strategies, and worksheets for educators can be used in private practice and school settings. When economic status and identity development presents a one-day professional seminar for addressing and treating relational aggression.

This book and CD will provide you with a unique, powerful tool that will help facilitate behavioral challenges.

This story encourages self-awareness and emotional control and healthy social relationships.

Depression harmful and even devastating effects on a young person’s

Big Deals & Little Deals: And What to Do When They Happen to You

At long last, simple and clear-cut guidelines for helping children learn how to manage money. This book includes: school-wide and classroom strategies, skills for special needs and more.

$29.95 Grades 5-12

$19.95 Grades PK-3

$19.95 Grades PK-3

$29.95 Grades K-12

$29.95 Grades K-12